IPM, the global challenge: ENDURE fosters worldwide collaboration.
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• European agriculture is not isolated in a globalised world.

Therefore,

• easing the development of international links for future partnership is a necessity (and a mutual interest)
WHERE ARE WE?

• Many actions undertaken during the past four years of the project (see Project achievements, Chapter 6, pages 114-115)

• One main step: launching of the forum of POE (Wageningen, October 2009)

• Proposals for national/regional Networks
WHERE TO GO AND HOW?

- Foster the **communication** (through the forum ?) so as to
  - provide **information and advice** about regional, sub-regional and national Crop Protection policies, strategies, capacity etc.;
  - provide a **link and contact channel** between staff from ENDURE and staff at POE institutions;
  - be aware of **funding opportunities**.
  - ...

**AND**

- develop **collaborative projects** (research ; training-education ; staff exchange)